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 OUR PROMISE



Quality and Precision:
 Automotive Touchup Paint stands as the premier source for authentic, precisely matched auto repair paint codes, colors, and products, sourced from a renowned global paint company—the Axalta Group of Companies. This distinguished company is responsible for manufacturing the signature car paints used by acclaimed brands such as Mercedes-Benz, Mini, BMW, Peugeot, Toyota, GM Holden, ISUZU, LDV, HAVAL, and other beloved classic brands. Our commitment to excellence extends to the global stage, as the Axalta Group is recognised worldwide for its exceptional quality and expertise in automotive paint manufacturing. The collaboration ensures that our customers receive top-tier, factory-matched colors that align seamlessly with the original finishes of their vehicles. At the heart of our offerings is the assurance of a custom color-matching guarantee. This guarantee underscores our dedication to providing automotive enthusiasts and professionals alike with a reliable solution for achieving flawless color restoration. Trust in the precision of Automotive Touchup Paint and the legacy of the Axalta Group, as we continue to set the standard for quality and authenticity in the world of automotive paint. Explore more about our custom color-matching guarantee and elevate your car repair experience to unparalleled heights. Read more here for the custom color-matching Guarantee.
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